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Theory of Intersections on the Arithmetic Surface 

S. J. Arakelov* 

1. Let K be an algebraic number field, A <= K be the ring of integers in K9 Xht 
a curve of genus g over K and/: V -> Spec A be its nonsingular model. Here we 
shall describe a method which yields a very close analogy between a two-dimen
sional scheme Fand compact algebraic surface. 

For the sake of simplicity we shall supopse that the fibration family/: V-* Spechi 
has no degenerate fibres. We shall denote an inclusion of our field K in the com
plex number field by the symbol oo. We choose one inclusion from each pair of 
complex conjugated inclusions. From now on the symbol 2Joo means that every real 
inclusion and one of every pair of complex conjugated inclusions is present in 
our sum. Let us denote the Riemann surface of an algebraic curve X (g)«, C by JST*,. 
First of all, we shall define a notion which is analogous to the notion of a divisor on 
the compact algebraic surface. 

DEFINITION. A compactified divisor or c-divisor is a formal linear combination 

D = 2 kfii + E ^o*«,, 
i oo 

Here C, is an irreducible closed subset in V of codimension 1, fye Z9 A>oe i2. 
To avoid confusion we shall call a usual divisor on our scheme Fa finite divisor, 
or /-divisor, and write accordingly a letter "c" or " /" near the corresponding 
symbol. We shall often consider a finite divisor as a c-divisor with Aoo == 0. All 
c-divisors form a group which we denote by Divc (V). 

To define a principal divisor, it is necessary to fix on each surface JST«, a hermitian 
metric dsg,. We shall assume the corresponding volume element to satisfy the 
following condition: jV-^°o = 1. 

Let (p e K(X) be a rational function. The divisor of the function <p is defined by 
the formula 
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(P) = z>c(?>)-c+ EvJipy^c, 

Here £ vc(p) • C = (<p)f is a usual divisor of the function cp and 

Voo(p) = - j lOgUlû^oo. 

All c-divisors modulo principal divisors form a group which we denote by Picc (V). 

2. There exists a theory of intersections for c-divisors. For two c-divisors Z>i, D2 

their real intersection index (Du D2) e R can be defined. It is bilinear, symmetrical 
and is invariant under c-equivalence : For <p e K(X)9 ((<p)C9 D) = 0. When written 
in terms of the finite divisors the invariance property has the following form : 

(Df + (fp)f9 D'f) = (Df9 D'f) + deg D' • £ J log | tp \ d^. 

Here and below deg D means the degree of D on the general fibre. It follows from 
this relation that when restricted on the divisors of degree 0 our index is an invari
ant under usual linear equivalence. In this case such an index is equal to Neron's 
index. 

The intersection index depends on the choice of the metrics ds2,. However, there 
exists one metric on the curve X^ which is the most convenient for the theory of 
intersections. To define it, let us consider the Jacobian J^ of the curve ZM and let 
dsjt0O be the invariant metric on /oo defined by its 0-polarisation. 

DEFINITION. The canonical metric ds2, is a restriction of the metric ds }|0O, under 
the canonical inclusion X^ -• Too-

From this moment we shall consider every metric dslo to be a canonical one. It 
is interesting to note that there exists a c-divisor class j f e Picc(^) which is an 
analogue of the canonical divisor class on the algebraic surface and which has the 
following property : If C <= V is an irreducible horizontal curve on V and öc is an 
absolute discriminant of its ring of regular functions, then 

(*) (C, C) + (C, j f ) = log13C|. 

3. Now we shall formulate an analogue of the Riemann-Roch theorem. First of 
all we shall describe an interpretation of c-divisor classes which is analogous to the 
interpretation of usual divisor classes as linear bundles. Let j£? be an invertible sheaf 
on V. Then 3? defines for each oo a complex linear bundle L^ over the surface Xm. 
If every bundle L«, is provided with a hermitian metric || ||oo on it, whose curvature 
form is proportional to the form d/j,^ we shall call j£? a c-bundle. The group of 
obundles is isomorphic to the group Picc (V). 

Let us denote by VJÌ3?) the complex linear space of sections of the bundle Loo 
for the complex oo and the corresponding real space for the real oo. The metric | I«, 
defines a positive function F^ on the Vuj^ß?) by the following formula : 

log .FooCy) = | log II j | L rf/^oo for s e VJÌ&). 
x« 

Let us define on the space V(S£) = 0oo Val&) a "norm" function F = W^F^. Here 
a«) equals 1 for a real oo and 2 for a complex oo. If deg i f > 2g — 2, then the A 
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module Q& = r(V9 3?) is a projective module of rank m + 1 — g and has a natural 
inclusion as a lattice into the space V(<£), We can define the density of Q# with 
respect to the norm function F by the formula 

sow - (n KAJ)/Kö*). 

Here 5oo is a unit ball of the norm function F*,, v(#oo)is its volume measured by any 
euclidean metric Eœ on the space P^ and v(Q#) is a volume of the fundamental cube 
of the lattice Q# measured by the metric E = © E*> on the F(j£f). 

CONJECTURE 1. 

log stffe) - i (^?, if - Jf) + i deg &-\o%\d| + rf. 

Here 3 is the discriminant of the field # and d *= G?(X) is some invariant of the 
curve X. 

CONJECTURE 2. Invariant rf^) has an interpretation as the height of the point 
which corresponds to Xv& the moduli variety of curves of genus g. 

Let us put ä(se) *= log i(Q#) - \(S?9 Se - Jf) - ideg Se-log|3|. Conjecture 
1 asserts that d(3?) does not depend on if. 

It is possible to prove that ci(£f) is absolutely bounded if deg if is fixed. For an 
elliptic curve X\i is possible to prove that 3(Sf) = const if deg S£ is fixed. 

4. In the last section we shall consider two questions. For the first one let 
£ G Pic (X/K) be a divisor class of degree m > 2g, - 2 on A". Suppose, for the sake 
of simplicity, that the class number of it equals 1. Then £ corresponds to the single 
invertible sheaf if ç on V9 and all effective divisors on V of class £ are interpreted as 
classes of equivalent elements of the lattice Q^ = r(V9 3?£) under the action of the 
group of units of K. 

Let us consider those vectors of the lattice Of which correspond to irreducible 
divisors on V. The discriminant 5 of a prime divisor is a function which is defined 
only on such vectors, but it can be extended on the whole lattice Of by the formula 
(*). In this way we get a function 5 on the lattice Q^ which is proportional to the 
(m -I- 2g — 2)th power of the norm function. Using Conjecture 1 we can compute 
the density iô(Ç) of the lattice Q^ with respect to the function S^n-Hg-zy\ fjere is 
the asymptotic behavior of this density when deg £ = m is fixed ; 

log»(Ö = - cons ta - 1).S(£, £) + o(B(£9 £)). 

Here const is positive and B(£9 £) is the quadratic part of the height of the point on 
the Jacobian of the curve X with respect to 0-polarisation. So we can see that if 
g > 1 than is(^) -> 0 when £ -• oo. 

The second question is about the distribution of the divisors of degree 
m > 2g - 2 with regard to height. 

Let H be any odivisor of degree 1 and D be an /-divisor. We shall call the 
magnitude NH(D) = exp(D -H) SL height of a divisor D with regard to H. It is pos
sible to prove that the series 
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converges if s > m + 1 - g and that the limit 

T = lim (s-(m + ì -g))<<ff\s) 

exists and does not equal zero. Using Conjecture 1 we can compute that 

T = comt(rn)-R^Aö\>»'2exva(H)txpd(X)- 2 e x p ( - F(£)). 

Here a ( # ) = i m(m + 2 - 2g)(//, # ) + { m(#, Jf), h is the class number of K9 

R is its regulator and ß is the number of roots of unity of K. At last F(£) is the sum 
of the quadratic and linear parts of the height on the Jacobian of X in regard to 
0-polarisation. 
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